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       If a lot of people love each other, the world would be a better place to
live. 
~Tommy Wiseau

You can laugh, you can cry, you can express yourself, but please don't
hurt each other! 
~Tommy Wiseau

In America we have across the country, the entire world. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I'm not a god, I'm just a simple guy. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I believe for freedom. I believe that people should express themselves
the way they want, except as it does in the way that's not nice, but it is
what it is. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I attend film school, my background is acting and directing. But the
acting does best, I like to work on the stage. 
~Tommy Wiseau

You know what they say - love is blind. 
~Tommy Wiseau

When people sometimes misquote me, I don't know if they understand
what I'm saying. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I like rock music. I also like classical, if you ask me. I'm very adaptable,
they say that. But I have certain preference too, be honest. 
~Tommy Wiseau
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The emotion, and the other aspect is that this relate to many different
obstacle in life. Emotion, yes, I love emotion, for your information, very
much so. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I think The Room is something magnetic, a certain magnetism in The
Room that is related to human behavior, and that's why people relate to
it. 
~Tommy Wiseau

Let's face it: people don't have respect for other people. That's the story
here. When everyone is respected, then we can all live within magic. 
~Tommy Wiseau

You cannot have the drama without comedy. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I am pro-expression. I am pro - you know, as long as you don't hurt
anyone. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I personally think that all the scene that you see, love scene, is pretty
real, almost 100 percent. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I have been doing this for eight years now so the negative things do not
effect me as much as they did at the beginning. 
~Tommy Wiseau

We have many Lisas, Marks, Dennys, Johnnys, and other characters
from 'The Room' in America and in the entire world. 
~Tommy Wiseau

All topics, issues, and subjects in 'The Room' add to the depth of the
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characters in the movie, and they are equally important. 
~Tommy Wiseau

The reason I'm doing a sitcom is because it's much more
approachable. 
~Tommy Wiseau

We live in America, one of the good things what we have with all the
people is we have dialogue. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I like a lot of classic movies, like, for example, 'Citizen Kane', James
Dean movies, etc, etc. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I studied movies for many years, but I am professionally an actor
because I, my background is actually a stage actor and acting. 
~Tommy Wiseau

If you ask me, you see, I prefer doing film. The reason I'm doing a
sitcom is because it's much more approachable. 
~Tommy Wiseau

Wherever you turn you cannot live without internet, phones .. So I think
the film industry will change, but I still believe that the TV will survive in
the same way the cinema survives. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I'm satisfied with the way 'The Room' turned out, and I don't want to
change anything. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I'm not here to criticize anyone. 
~Tommy Wiseau
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Express yourself, don't hurt yourself. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I'm not a famous director yet, and I'm not into fame. I like to just work.
As a director, as an actor, whatever people consider me is fine with me.

~Tommy Wiseau

The film is better for me than the sitcom. But the sitcom is like much
more practical approach, if I may say that, because of the cost.
Everything costs money, a lot of people don't realize that. 
~Tommy Wiseau

My background are acting, film production, directing, and I studied them
for many years. Keep in mind that you need many other skills when you
are starting any film project related to real life. 
~Tommy Wiseau

As a director, I have to feel realism from actors, and they can't be
plastic. 
~Tommy Wiseau

When I was a little kid, I wanted to be, like, you know, a movie star, you
know? Or, I always have interest in movie, you know? Because I like
the visual aspect of the movies, et cetera. 
~Tommy Wiseau

As a director, it's my job to provoke, and when people decided 'The
Room' be called a phenomenon, or whatever you call it, it's fine with
me. 
~Tommy Wiseau

Some movies work and some don't. 
~Tommy Wiseau
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I usually don't like to talk about money, but I talk about the movie, and
the other aspects of directing, etc. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I always wanted to work with a TV. So I'm open. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I'm going to do more movies and travel. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I like acting better than anything else, but, you know, directing's good. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I write on scraps of paper. I do it every other day. I write about people's
lives or how people look or my experiences. I'm very detailed - it's like a
script. 
~Tommy Wiseau

I love San Francisco, and it offers spectacular scenery of the city, and it
adds to the uplifting quality of the movie. 
~Tommy Wiseau
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